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Due to the rapid development of the banking sector in recent years, the bill
between clearing bank become more and more Frequent. Daily clearing number is
bigger and bigger, it takes more higher requirements for process of dealing with bills.
The limitations of the existing clearing system is gradually exposed, improve the
speed of clearing, centralized management of the relevant information has reached a
very urgent. Combined with other application system mature development program,
we decided to develop a bank city ticket delivery system.
This system uses the network communication technology between the
application programs. The client is connected to the server and the data is
concentrated on the server side. It is expected to substantially increase work efficiency,
enhancing customer service and satisfaction. This research is aimed at the design and
analysis of the bank ticket system in Guangxi branch of Bank. On the basis of the
existing research, combined with the actual situation of the bank, we designed and
implemented the city bank ticket system.
In this dissertation, the research on the city bank ticket transfer system mainly
includes the following parts: The first part is the introduction. Referring to the
situation at home and abroad, this dissertation puts forward the research background
and significance, and plans the organizational structure. The second part of city bank
ticket system theory and technical analysis, first introduced the bank related
technologies of city ticket exchange system, and then analyzes the bank ticket handed
over to the related theory, system mainly compared the traditional bank city bank of
patterns and new city ticket delivery mode. The third part, overall business framework
is given, and then in-depth analysis is made from two aspects of functional
requirements and non functional requirements. The fourth part is designing city bank
ticket system of planning system architecture model, defining the function modules,
and designing the database table structure.
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